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About This Game
The Expedition is a turn-based tactical game with an oppressive atmosphere of underground immersion.

Features:
Multiple playable characters
[ * ] Turn-based battles
[ * ] Tactical use of unique abilities
Leveling up as their level increases
Smart AI system that adapts to player actions

Choose character abilities
All you have at your disposal a few characters, with the growth of the level of the characters will have new abilities. You are
free to choose what skills your researchers will have. Someone should take attacking abilities, someone's ability to support or
protect - combining the skills of your heroes is the key to victory!

atmospheric travel
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The game takes place in the underground caves of Atlantis, which were once flooded. It is there and there is an expedition of
heroes, which will take control of the player.

Various opponents
We the way you will meet various opponents as ordinary criminals, and the forerunner of a once great race. Each opponent and
their combinations require their individual approach.
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Title: The Expedition
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Life Jumb DT, MyDreamForever
Publisher:
Life Jumb DT
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2019
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Like the resource management and style of surviving and making it far in this game.. insaenley hard game, all tests involve
energy pellets, and there is no ending custcene you just die! How dissapoting. Agricultural Simulator: Historical Farming
I liked the idea of this game version it was well thought up I wish the farm sim series would have one like this as the agricultural
sim series is buggy as hell I don’t have a lot of time on it however it’s understandable as you read on.
The graphics is good and clean
It shows the hard work one would put into farming back in the day
The UI systems a little hard to work at first but once you get the gest its easy
The equipment looks good and is historic
Now for the bad
As stated there’s a lot of bugs and no amount of pesticides are going to fix it ha sorry had to drop that bomb shell
The game might crash on you it might not its hit and miss if you’re playing save often as you might start it up and then 10min in
it will crash or in 3hr’s it’s that bad
The worst bug is that you can’t fill the seeder and trying to fill that usually leads to a crash
Some tractors can only use select equipment despite having the attachment to use them all
And the animals you can do a lot with them apparently yet I find you can’t do anything
This sums it up clearly if you still like it try looking on the web for a mod that might fix it usually when developers don’t give a
cow pie about a game someone else usually does and fixes the problem.. Greaaattttt!!. Frequently crashes in trouble
------------------------------windows10 will not play in, but you can not continue with the game out after a while the message.
Why not workaround.
↓
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Assertion failed!
Program: ...ommon\Heroes of Annihilated Empires\engine.exe
File:Gamelnterface.cpp
Line:3956
Expression:(Index>=0&& Index<n)&&_FUNCTION_[0]
For information on how your program can cause an assertion
failure,see the Visual C++ documentation on asserts
(Press Retry to debug the application - JIT must be enabled)
------------------------------------------------------------------------. Hilarious derpy fun!!! Plus active and helpful developers.
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Satisfying, brutal combat with fun local co-op. Nice enough graphics and music. Weak single-player mode. Grab a friend and a
12-pack and you'll be cruising.. This is what happens when you try too hard to be intellectual and self-aware. Many games try
the same, but only a few can fail this bad and result in such a laughable project. Really hoping whoever made this makes good
use of the profit, maybe buying a dictionary or two because holy sh\u1d09t what a poor grammar this game has. Calling this
joke that went too far a "game" is a compliment at this point, must be why somehow it managed to shine between smaller
youtubers. Personally, I can't help but imagine that the developer is trolling and only made the spelling mistakes on purpose just
to get a good laugh in the background. By the time you're reading this review I already refunded, don't buy this waste of time.. I
was really disappointed after playing such a small part of this game. The balance in it is totally off, as soon as you make a
mistake it punishes you harshly for it. I found that the heros came in too thick and too fast and that they get harder quick. A lot
of the enjoyment I would have had building a dungeon and filling it with nasty things was lost in the constant struggle to make
sure I kept up with the swarm of heros (at no point did I feel it possible to be on top of things).
I may yet play it some more but unless a update or expansion drastically alters the balance (or even just allow for more control
over the game pace) I can't see myself being able to recommend this game.. First in the world on multi-core bench.
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This is honestly one of the best VR games available. So many competitive FPS games in VR try to beat each other out on being
realistic, but Reactor Heart just focused on raw fun. Developer is active in game, as well as in the game's official Discord
server. I recommend joining, as there's a bot that will tell you whenever someone starts a match in-game, so you're never
without a match!. The developer has abandoned this game. I found it extremely difficult to traverse through this game.. Great
job developers.. The best Puzzle game since Stevens Sausage Roll!
Take a unique but simmple mechanic, twist, squeeze, splice, dice and stretch it to maximise truly creative level design while
keeping true to the core mechanic. The goal is to cover all exposed orbs of light with a moveable box, seams easy enough..
WRONG!!
You often find yourself stareing at a level wondering how the hell you're going to be able to do it, sometimes you find yourself
thinking that its impossible. The beauty with games like this is that the answer is always just right in front of you, you just didn't
see it.
There is no tutorial, but with a small amount of trial and error its easy to figure out the games core mechanics. Rarely does a
solution seem accidental and (Barring a few levels), it never feels like you're divulging in tedium.
Asethetically the game can be a bit jarring, static backdrops in harsh primary colours tend to strain the eyes a little, especially if
on the same level for a while. Similarly with the music - Its quite nice but its a short looped snippet (can get a bit annoying). But
these are only minor critisisms as the puzzles bring you so much joy (and frustration, joyous frustration)
If you're a fan of the puzzle genre you really can't miss out on this. The level design alone is genius, and the feeling you get
when solving a level is so warm. There are Six 9-level worlds with each world ramping up in difficulty. For the average player
there are at least 15 hours of gameplay and for under \u00a32.00 its a friggin STEAL
Just play it.. This game is the best experience I have ever had in my entire life. A friend joined me to embark on the perilous
journey that is MULTIPLAYER. an expansive map with incredible models and world design that would bring Todd Howard to
his \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING KNEES. Though, this friend could not withstand the pressure that came with bearing the
glorious Gold Coins. With my past behind me, I continued my search into SINGLE PLAYER, an equally invigorating
experience. With three chapters to a well written story of a wild west cowbo, you begin your journey as a lone man, scavenging
the deserts for coin and eventually making your way to the big city, full of life and wonder. The conclusion of this epic quest
leaves you fleeing the Western life, moving back to where you once called home. A truly emotional experience that I would
gladly recommend to anyone looking for a good time. I cried at the beauty of this masterpiece and divorced my wife to be able
to spend more time in this masterpiece.
10\/10 would overdose on gold coins again
10\/10 would divorce my wife again
10\/10 would have epic gamer moment again
10\/10 would Searcher the Wild West again

epic... truly epic.. After spending a few hours into the game I was really immersed in how easy it is to pick up and have fun
when im not playing those big AAA titles so its literally my go to title when i take a break!. Good addition to the game!
Definitely worth the money.. foot fairy/10
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